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Parade Créole

Eigenkleider for Colonised Bodies
By creating ‘Artistic Dress’ – Eigenkleider – for herself and three other creatives from the Caribbean Diaspora, I am trying to subvert the idea
of the creation of a scene of public violence. In the inevitable Spectacle of the colonial body’s navigation of oppressive capitalist societies,
Masquerade is used as a tool in the public negotiation of identity whereby new, purchased narratives are created.
In this project thus far, purchased narratives have manifested as Trinidad &Tobago Carnival experiences, a published volume, an own fashion
brand and the exhibition launch of this project’s very garments. Each manifestation is taken as – for the individual identifying as female in the
Caribbean Diaspora – a costly Masquerade oriented towards a spectatorship within the geographical and digital diaspora.

Felisha Maria Bahadur
Felisha Maria Bahadur is a Trinidadian artistic researcher who lives and works in Kiel and Paris. In her examination
of the recontextualization of cultural commodities in language, literature and history, she uses painting, texts and
interactive installations.
Her most recent projects examine tribute, violence and decay in the public spaces where interventions such as
memorials, protests and demonstrations occur. In doing so, she explores how various emotions and memories are
constructed, archived, forgotten or passed on. Focusing on colonial traces in harbour cities on and near the Baltic
Sea, she works with Colonial Geographies at the Europa-Universität in Flensburg, which deals with reparative justice
With the funding of the BBK Bundesverband, she is developing the artistic dress project, Parade Créole, based on
the impulses of Anna Muthesius’ Das Eigenkleid der Frau (1903) and Frantz Fanon’s Peau noire, masques blancs (1952).
Since 2017 she has been an Associate Lecturer in Fine Arts at the Muthesius Academy of Fine Art and Design in Kiel.

The Creature Preparing (l)
Whirlwinds of Being (r), 2020
Chalk Pastell on Sandpaper
30cmx42cm

« Whirlwinds of Being » began
as an Illustration for the cover of
„When Creole and Spanish Collide:
Language and Cultural Contact in
the Caribbean“ from Linguist and
Magical Realist Glenda-Alicia Leung,
whose input, care and weekly Zoom
meditations helped myself and
others through stringent Lockdowns
in 2020.

Station 1 of 4
for ‘When Creole and Spanish
Collide’- the work of Glenda Alicia
Leung
The Creature Preparing (l)
Whirlwinds of Being (r), 2020
Chalk Pastell on Sandpaper
30cmx42cm

The drawing and its pendant, «The
Creature Preparing», turned into a
catalyst for the volume’s Epilogue,
which consists of collaborative texts
by Dr. Leung, Rhea Ramjohn and
myself, called “Sisters of the Shell„
Within the frame of Research
Aesthetics, a display system for the
two archived drawings as well as
reading pults for copies of “When
Créole and Spanish Collide” were
designed using MOKIT, a modular
furniture system which guides the
Parade Créole exhibition.

Station 1 of 4
for ‘When Creole and Spanish Collide’- the work of Glenda Alicia Leung (installation views)
Here, the work is activated by Mark Christoph Klee of Merle/Mischke/Klee during a performance of OFFLINE Körper ONLINE.

Baglady Basics as Eigenkleider
Rejecting but acknowledging Fanon’s views
on the female colonized body’s negotiations of
European and Europeanized space, I consider
the colonized female as a body which has been,
through violence, turned into a kind of plantation
landscape.
I investigate tools with which the landscape/
body reclaims its autonomy in the navigation of
Europeanized space in non-European countries,
eg Shanghai’s French Concession.
These are spaces also formed by and still loaded
with the inherent violence of colonialism, which
is also to be found within the landscape/body
itself.
These negotiations may be called masquerade,
trans-plantation or dis/play. Their volatility
is explored via modalities of dressmaking, as
described by Anna Muthesius in Das Eigenkleid
der Frau (1905) which are used to analyse the
Archive of Shanghai-based fashion brand
Baglady Basics, run by Trinidad-born, HBCUeducated Shanya Greene.
Station 3 of 4
Archive, 2021
detail(previous page) (installation view (this page)
Cotton, Metal, Wood, Nylon, Wenzhou Paper,
Neon Lamp.
Dimensions variable.

Station 4 of 4
Dis/play, 2021 (detail)
Architectural Paper, Coloured Pencil,
Ash Wood, Nylon, Cotton.
Dimensions variable.

Station 4 of 4
Dis/play, 2021 (installation view)
Architectural Paper, Coloured Pencil,
Ash Wood, Nylon, Cotton.
Dimensions variable.

Research into an Eigenkleid produced for Dr. Ayesha
Prout.
The installation’s drawings are an emotional
exploration of the contexts of Dr. Prout’s devotion
to Trinidad Carnival, her submission to state and
immigration authorities in her career development
between the Caribbean and the United Kingdom, and
her work as a forensic psychologist at the Children’s
Authority of Trinidad and Tobago.
The work is mounted on a frame from MOKIT, a
modular system which guides the research aesthetics
of the Parade Créole exhibition.

The Creature Preparing (Eigenkleid
Prototype), 2021
(embroidery sketch)

Drawings from my quarantine
sketchbook, which had also been displayed alongside copies of the texts
used in my research, were converted
into digital drawings which were
then machine-embroidered onto the
garment-like object meant to interpret the Eigenkleid.
Each drawing represents a
cultural commodity inherent to
the Caribbean, most of which are
protected due to environmental or
historical concerns but which are
also used as tools for tourism. These
can be, for example, the Queen
Conch, refurbished slave houses like
those on Curacao, and hand-built
sloops from Bequia and Tortola.

Included are everyday items which
symbolise safety, danger and
nourishment, like the choppers
and machetes which are used to
harvest and prepare coconuts for
consumption but which are also
used to commit violent crimes.

The Creature Preparing (Eigenkleid
Prototype), 2021
(detail)
Cotton, Ashwood, Nylon.
Dimensions variable.

The Creature Preparing (Eigenkleid
Prototype), 2021
(detail)
Cotton, Ashwood, Nylon.
Dimensions variable.

The first Eigenkleid.
A Prototype resulting from research
on Anna Muthesius’ Das Eigenkleid
der Frau (1903) and Frantz Fanon’s
Black Skin, White Masks (fr. 1952, en.
1967).
A dynamic structure from MOKIT
activates the garment-like object,
thereby making possible an infinite
number of sculptural forms.

Four Jumpsuits, the end-product of
the protoyping phase.

As of the submission of this
portfolio, there are no installations
and finalised photos of the 4
custom-made jumpsuits, which have
been machine-embroidered.
Shown is a selection of photos of the
structure of the jumpsuits. Linings
and pockets made of blue cloth serve
as kind of inner organs which are
activated by breath and movement.
The embroideries on each jumpsuit
correspond with the work of each
female body.

Corporate Identity
Cooperation with Typographers
Káschem Büro

Nina Massow and Insa Kühcke-Schmoldt of Káschem
Büro have designed an custom-made font for Parade
Créole. Together with the commercial font Mint Grotesque, posters, postcards, filters for Instagram images and
other promotional material are designed.
Also using this identity, a publication about the first leg of
Parade Créole project will be released in January 2022.

